Efficient parallel algorithms for optical computing
with the discrete Fourier transform ~DFT! primitive
John H. Reif and Akhilesh Tyagi

Optical-computing technology offers new challenges to algorithm designers since it can perform an
n-point discrete Fourier transform ~DFT! computation in only unit time. Note that the DFT is a
nontrivial computation in the parallel random-access machine model, a model of computing commonly
used by parallel-algorithm designers. We develop two new models, the DFT–VLSIO ~very-large-scale
integrated optics! and the DFT– circuit, to capture this characteristic of optical computing. We also
provide two paradigms for developing parallel algorithms in these models. Efficient parallel algorithms
for many problems, including polynomial and matrix computations, sorting, and string matching, are
presented. The sorting and string-matching algorithms are particularly noteworthy. Almost all these
algorithms are within a polylog factor of the optical-computing ~VLSIO! lower bounds derived by Barakat
and Reif @Appl. Opt. 26, 1015 ~1987! and by Tyagi and Reif @Proceedings of the Second IEEE Symposium
on Parallel and Distributed Processing ~Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, New York,
1990! p. 14#. © 1997 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

During the past 20 years, VLSI has moved from theoretical abstraction to practical reality. As VLSI design tools and VLSI fabrication facilities such as the
Metal-Oxide Semiconductor Implementation Service
~MOSIS! became widely available, algorithm-design
paradigms, such as systolic algorithms,1 that were
thought to be of theoretical interest only have been
used in high-performance VLSI hardware. Along
the same lines, the theoretical limitations of VLSI
predicted by area–time trade-off lower bounds2 have
been found to be important limitations in practice.
The field of electro-optical computing is in its infancy,
comparable with the state of VLSI technology, say, 10
years ago. Fabrication facilities are not widely
available—instead, the crucial electro-optical devices
must be specially made in laboratories. However, a
number of prototype electro-optical computing
systems3—perhaps most notably at Bell Laboratories
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under Huang,4,5—as well as optical message-routing
devices at the University of Colorado,6 Boulder, Colo.,
Stanford University, Stanford, Calif., and the University of Southern California,7–10 Los Angeles, Calif.,
have been built recently. The technology for electrooptical computing is likely to advance rapidly in the
1990’s, just as VLSI technology advanced in the late
1970’s and 1980’s. Therefore, following our past experience with VLSI, it seems likely that the theoretical
underpinnings for optical-computing technology—
namely the discovery of efficient algorithms and of
resource lower bounds—are crucial to guide its development.
What are the specific capabilities of optical computing that offer room for new paradigms in algorithm design? It is well known that optical devices
exist that can compute a two-dimensional ~2-D!
Fourier transform or its inverse in unit time ~see,
for example, Goodman11 or any of Refs. 12–18,
which describe the fundamentals of optical computing!. This is a natural characteristic of light. It
would be reasonable to assume the existence of an
optical-computing system with unit-time discrete
Fourier transform ~DFT! operation ~for more details, see Subsections 2.A, 2.E, and 2.F!. This assumption opens up exciting opportunities for
algorithm designers.
In the widely accepted model of parallel computation—parallel random-access machine ~PRAM!—not
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many interesting problems can be solved in constant
O~1! time. In particular, the best-known parallel algorithm for the DFT, the fast Fourier transform ~FFT!,
takes time O~log n! for an n-point DFT. Given this
powerful technology, the question we address in this
paper is which problems can gainfully use the DFT
computation primitive? It is not immediately clear
how a problem apparently distant from the DFT, such
as sorting, can be solved by use of several DFT applications. We identify two general techniques for algorithm design with a DFT operation that benefit a host
of problems. First, we show a way to compute onedimensional ~1-D! n-point DFT’s efficiently using a series of 2-D DFT’s. Note that the optical devices
compute a 2-D DFT. However, the 1-D DFT seems to
be the one that is more naturally usable in most problems. Second, we demonstrate an efficient way to
perform a parallel-prefix computation with DFT primitives. Given n input values x0, x1, . . . , xn21 and an
associative operation denoted by the symbol +, the
parallel-prefix problem is to compute all the prefix values x0, x0 + x1, x0 + x1 + x2, . . . , x0 + x1 + x2 + . . . + xn21 in
parallel. The parallel-prefix computation problem is
important since it is used as an algorithm-design paradigm in the parallel-computing community.
Equipped with these two techniques, we propose constant or near-constant time solutions for a variety of
problems including sorting, matrix computations, and
string matching.
Our results make a compelling argument in favor of
supporting several DFT computation units in a digital
optical-computing architecture. The algorithm designer and the optical-computing-architecture computing communities should identify other opticalcomputing primitives that result in efficient parallel
algorithms.
Here we consider discrete models for optical computing with a DFT primitive. In particular, an npoint DFT operation or its inverse can be computed in
unit time by use of n processors. The development of
a new model of computation is a task full of trade-offs.
Only the essential characteristics of the underlying
computing medium should be reflected in the model.
Any unnecessary characteristics serve only to undermine the usefulness of such a model. The PRAM19,20
has provided a much needed model for the development of parallel algorithms for some time now. The
existence of such a model frees up the algorithm designers from worrying about underlying networks
and the details of timing inherent in the VLSI technology used to implement the processors. In a similar vein, our objective is to develop a model that
captures the essence of the optical-computing medium with respect to algorithm design. We believe
that the most important characteristic that distinguishes optical technology from VLSI technology is
the ability to compute a function of many spatial
points in unit time captured by a powerful primitive,
the DFT. Not surprisingly then, this is the focus of
our models. Our new models are the
7328
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• DFT– circuit model: Here we permit an npoint DFT primitive gate along with the usual scalar
operations of bounded fan-in.
• DFT–VLSIO Model: Here we extend the standard VLSI model to three-dimensional ~3-D! opticalcomputing devices that compute the 2-D DFT as a
primitive operation. We refer to an electro-optical
computation as VLSIO, where the uppercase letter O
stands for optics ~described in detail in Section 2,
below!.

Note that, although we did not mention a PRAM–
DFT model, in which a set of n processors can perform
a DFT in unit time, all the algorithms in the DFT–
circuit model work for such a PRAM–DFT model. A
PRAM–DFT model can simulate a DFT– circuit of
size s~n! and time t~n! with s~n! processors in a time
of O~t~n!!. Hence, a PRAM–DFT model is an equally
acceptable choice for the development of parallel algorithms in optical computing.
Our main results are efficient parallel algorithms
for solving a number of fundamental problems in
these models. The problems solved include
1. The prefix sum.
2. Shifting.
3. Polynomial multiplication and division.
4. Matrix multiplication, inversion, and transitive closure.
5. Toeplitz-matrix multiplication, polynomial
GCD, interpolation, and inversion.
6. Sorting.
7. One-dimensional and 2-D string matching.
The sorting and string-matching algorithms were
not at all obvious. Although we do not have any
lower bounds in the DFT– circuit model, many of
these parallel algorithms are optimal with respect
to the VLSIO model. The known lower-bound results for VLSIO are as follows: Barakat and Reif21
showed a lower bound of V~If3y2! on VT3y2 of a VLSIO computation for a function f with information
complexity If, where V denotes the volume of the
VLSIO system computing f. We22 proved a lower
bound of V@Iff ~=If!# on the energy–time product for
a VLSIO model with the energy function f ~ x!. Table 1 compares our results with the best-known
PRAM algorithms for the corresponding problems.
All the bounds are in uppercase letter O notation
~O!, also known as big-O notation.
A summary of related studies follows. VLSIO
~electro-optical VLSI, introduced in Barakat and
Reif 21! is the more general model of optical computing
~described in Subsection 2.B!. They considered
volume–time trade-offs and lower bounds in this
model. We22 demonstrated energy and energy–time
product lower and upper bounds for optical computations. We are not aware of any algorithm design
investigation in this model. Karasik and Sharir30
proposed an enhancement of our model whereby the
architecture supports several unit-time primitives ~in
addition to the DFT!. MacKenzie and Ramachand-
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PRAM– concurrent read concurrent write ~CRCW! values as reported in Ref. 23.
PRAM–CRCW values as reported in Refs. 24 and 25.
c
PRAM–CRCW values as reported in Ref. 26.
d
PRAM–CRCW values as reported in Refs. 27 and 28.
e
PRAM–CRCW values as reported in Ref. 29.
a
b

ran31 have studied an exclusive-read, concurrentwrite parallel random-access memory model
motivated by the capabilities of a dynamically reconfigurable optical network.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce the two models of computation—the
VLSIO and DFT– circuit. We describe briefly the
salient architectural characteristics of optical computing in this section. The existence of a unit-time
DFT primitive is also justified. In Section 3, we describe the algorithms for a set of direct applications of
the DFT. In Section 4, we describe two sorting algorithms and an algorithm for the elementdistinctness problem in these models. In Section 5,
we give both 1-D and 2-D string-matching algorithms. In Section 6, we compare the performance
of DFT–VLSIO algorithms with the known VLSIO
lower bounds. In Section 7, we describe a generalization of these models in which the model is parametrized by the displacement rank d.
2. Discrete Fourier Transform–VLSI Optics and
Discrete Fourier Transform–Circuit Models
A.

Power of Optical–Electronic Processing

The primitives supported by an optical– electronic
computer are ~i! all the usual operations done by
conventional electronic components, including ~a! log-

ical operations and ~b! fast communication along
wires by use of a small number of layers in a 2-D
substrate, and ~ii! the operations done by conventional 3-D optics, in particular the ability to do image
convolutions and 2-D DFT’s in constant time.
Optical processing provides new architectural paradigms as a result of the inherent parallelism in both
computation and communication. McAulay18 and
Feitelson14 provide a good introduction to the capabilities and limitations of optical computing. Optical communication, whether in free space or in optical
fibers, allows light beams to pass through one another without distorting the information they carry.
Similarly, optical lenses provide unit-time parallel
linear computations, such as Fourier transforms and
convolutions. Spatial light modulators and spatial
light rebroadcasters are relatively recent components
used in optical computing. Spatial light modulators
are devices for interfacing both ways between optics
and electronics; spatial light rebroadcasters trap energy from the light and provide a mechanism for
performing arithmetic.
Conventional computer architectures suffer from
the limited, finite fan-in of electronic devices and limited memory and communication bandwidth. The
optical features discussed above help with computation and communication bandwidth. Holograms are
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a mechanism for providing a high-density and highbandwidth memory as well.
Optics has some disadvantages, as well, vis a vis
electronics. For instance, the degree of resolution
when discretizing an analog amplitude in optics does
not compare favorably with the almost-infinite
analog-to-digital resolution in electronics. Both
electronics and optics have their strengths and weaknesses. This combination of electronics and optics
for exploiting the strengths of the two technologies is
what makes the nature of computation so different
with the new computing medium.
In summary, the key distinction of the physics of
optical computation over conventional electronic
components is the ability to perform communication
across three dimensions and in free space by means of
optical components. In contrast, conventional electronic components generally consist of only a small
number of layers in a 2-D substrate. An excellent
example is the use of conventional 3-D optics to compute a 2-D convolution in free space. From an
architectural–implementation standpoint, we have
the freedom to do fast parallel communications across
a chip without having to deal with 2-D interconnect
constraints.
B.

VLSI Model

It has been observed many times that conventional
electronic devices are inherently constrained by 2-D
limitations. Indeed, this was the original motivation for the VLSI model developed by Thompson32
that has been applied successfully to modeling such
circuits. The widely accepted VLSI model allowed
us both to compare the properties of algorithms, such
as area and time, and to determine the ultimate limitations of such devices.
Let us first summarize the 2-D VLSI model, which
is essentially the same as the one described by
Thompson.2 A computation is abstracted as a communication graph. A communication graph is very
much like a flow graph, with the primitives being
some basic operators that are realizable as electrical
devices. Two communicating nodes are adjacent in
this graph. A layout can be viewed as the convex
embedding of the communication graph in a Cartesian grid. Each grid point can have either a processor or a wire passing through. A wire cannot go
through a grid point with a processor unless it is a
terminal of the processor at that grid point. The
number of layers is limited to some constant g.
Thus both the fan-in and fan-out are bounded by 4g.
Wires have unit width and bandwidth, and processors have unit area. The initial data values are localized to some constant area to preclude encoding of
the results. The input words are read at the designated nodes, called input ports. The input and subsequent computation are synchronous, and each
input bit is available only once. The input and output conventions are WHERE– DETERMINATE, i.e., the locations of all the input– output ports are fixed in
advance but need not be WHEN– DETERMINATE, i.e., the
7330
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times when certain input or output bits become valid
can depend on the input value.
C.

VLSI Optics Model

The recent development of high-speed electro-optical
computing devices33,34 allows us to overcome the 2-D
limitations of traditional VLSI. In particular, the
optical-computing devices allow computation to be
done in three dimensions, with full resolution in all
the dimensions.
A rather different model for 3-D electro-optical
computation is described in Ref. 21, which combines
the use of optics and electronics components in ways
that model currently feasible devices. This model is
known as the VLSIO model, with the letter O standing for optics. In this model the fundamental building block is the optical box, consisting of a rectilinear
parallelepiped whose surface consists of electronic
devices modeled by the 2-D VLSI model and whose
interior consists of optical devices. Communication
from the surface is assumed to be carried out by
means of electrical– optical transducers on the surface. Given specified inputs on the surface of the
optical box, it is assumed that the output to the surface is produced in 1 time unit. Note that we do not
rule out the possibility of two wide optical beams
crossing while still transmitting distinct information.
However, there is an assumption ~justified by a theorem developed by Gabor35! that a beam of cross section A can transmit at most O~ A! bits per unit time.
This is the only assumption made about the power of
the optical boxes.
For the purposes of determining upper bounds we
would have to be more specific about the computational power of the optical boxes. The use of electrooptical devices certainly will allow us to overcome the
2-D limitations. VLSIO potentially has more advantages over 2-D VLSI than just the 3-D interconnections of 3-D VLSI.36,37 In particular, it is well
known that a 2-D Fourier transform or its inverse can
be computed by an optical device in unit time. In
our discrete model we assume that an optical box of
size =n 3 =n 3 =n with an input image of size =n
3 =n can compute its 2-D DFT in unit time. We call
this the DFT–VLSIO model.
This assumption is consistent with the capabilities
of the electro-optical components constructed in practice. In this case, the VLSIO model is clearly more
powerful than is the 3-D VLSI model, e.g., since with
the VLSI model we cannot do a DFT in constant time.
A VLSIO device consists of a convex volume with a
packing of optical boxes whose interiors do not intersect but may be connected by wires between their
surfaces. This allows for communication between
two optical boxes. Note that the VLSIO model encompasses the 3-D VLSI model as a subcase: Moreover, it is the particular subcase in which each optical
box is just a 2-D surface, with no volume.
A VLSIO circuit is an embedded communication
graph with the nodes corresponding to optical boxes
in a 3-D grid. The volume of a VLSIO circuit is the
volume of the smallest convex box enclosing it.

Since the Gabor theorem35 establishes a finite upper
bound on the bandwidth of an optical beam, without
any loss of generality we can assume that only binary
values are used for transmitting information.
D.

Discrete Fourier Transform–Circuit Model

Let R be an ordered ring. A circuit over R consists of
an acyclic graph with a distinguished set of input
nodes and labeling of all the noninput nodes with a
ring operation. In the DFT– circuit model, we allow
1. Scalar operations such as multiplication, addition, and comparison with two inputs.
2. DFT gates with n inputs and n outputs.
Note that all the gate-level operations are limited to
occurring over an ordered ring R. This is not truly a
limitation since in electronic computing the number
of input bits to a gate is already fixed in the implementation ~the data-bus width, usually 32 bits or 64
bits!. This already limits the gate operations to occurring over a de facto ring.
The only optical gate in this model is the DFT gate.
A spherical lens generates the Fourier transform of
an image in analog form. A DFT gate can be implemented with such a lens-based optical device. The
resulting analog image needs to be discretized in both
space and amplitude ~or some other parameter such
as phase! to interpret it as an n-point DFT. However, there are limits to the dynamic range of optical
systems, which is the approximate number of distinguishable intensity levels. Feitelson14 reports the
typical dynamic range to be a few hundred ~of the
order of 8 bits of resolution! for the current technology. Note that this limitation already constrains
each DFT gate to computing over an ordered ring.
In Subsections 2.E and 2.F, we describe how this
dynamic-range limitation affects our unit-time DFT
assumption.
The size of the DFT circuit is the sum of the number
of edges and the number of nodes. Recall from Parberry and Schnitger38 that a threshold circuit is a
Boolean circuit of unbounded fan-in, where each gate
computes the threshold operation. Threshold circuits are shown in Reif and Tate23 to compute a large
number of algebraic problems, such as polynomial
division, triangular Toeplitz inversion, integer division, sine, cosine, etc., in an nO~1! size and simultaneous O~1! depth. Many of these algorithms
translate into DFT– circuit algorithms.
Let a DFT gate have n input bits x0, x1, . . . , xn21.
Note that the least significant bit of the output is
¥n21
This observation, along with the availabili50 xi .
ity of comparison gates, shows that a DFT circuit is at
least as powerful as a threshold circuit of the same
size and depth. The question we address in this
paper is the power of the DFT operation above and
beyond its power to compute the threshold. Note
that no nontrivial lower bounds on a threshold circuit
computing a DFT are known. But just by its definition at least n threshold gates are required for a DFT
computation.

E.

Chinese Remaindering

Here we explain how we can use the well-known
Chinese-remaindering techniques for encoding large
numbers so as to provide an equivalence between the
discrete and analog optical models. Recall that the
dynamic range of a typical optical-computing system
is limited to be of the order of 8 bits ~Ref. 14, p. 40!.
Hence we can reasonably well expect a unit-time DFT
primitive for an '256-element ring. However, if we
wish to achieve higher accuracy of our DFT results,
we can use the following technique.
We assume that we wish to work with b-bit numbers for a large b, but the optical system processes in
analog form and permits only a very low accuracy
~say only a logarithmic number, log b, of bits of accuracy, where log b # 256 in the current technology!.
Fix relatively prime ~i.e., with no common factors!
numbers p1, . . . , pk such that their product is )ki51 pi
. 2b. By the prime-number theorem, the density of
b-bit primes among all b-bit numbers is O~1yb!, so we
can find k # bylog b such numbers p1, . . . , pk, such
that each number pi has #log b 1 O~log log b! bits.
Given a large integer x of b bits, we can represent
x by a sequence of numbers x1, . . . , xk, where for each
i 5 1, . . . , k we have xi [ x mod pi . This is the
Chinese-remaindered representation of x. The
Chinese-remainder theorem states that, given the
Chinese-remaindered representation x1, . . . , xk, we
can construct x uniquely: that is, there is a unique
x such that, for each i 5 1, . . . , k, we have a value xi
[ x mod pi .
To apply the Chinese-remainder algorithm, we
need quickly to ~i! compute a Chinese-remaindered
representation of a given b-bit number x, and ~ii!
reconstruct x from this representation. Both these
problems have obvious O~b2! work algorithms that
can be executed in parallel in O~log b! time by circuits. Moenck and Borodin39 developed some of the
first subquadratic work algorithms ~which are quite
simple and practical! for these modular arithmetic
problems, and later O~b log2 b! algorithms were discovered ~e.g., see the texts by Borodin and Munro40
and Bini and Pan41!.
Thus we can use these well-known Chineseremaindering techniques for encoding large numbers
into a list of small numbers that are used in optical
processing ~for example, in the optical DFT transform
used in this paper!. This is not a new idea and has
been well known to the optical-processing community.18 Given a b-bit number x, we compute a Chineseremaindered representation of x. We can then send
the representation over an optical channel, which
requires very low accuracy, in analog form by use of
#log b 1 O~log log b! bits. Then on reception we can
convert the representation to digital form, and we can
easily reconstruct x by these fast algorithms.
F. Discrete Fourier Transform by Means of Chinese
Remaindering

Next we explain how we can use the Chineseremaindering techniques described above to compute
10 October 1997 y Vol. 36, No. 29 y APPLIED OPTICS
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the DFT with high accuracy ~b bits!, assuming the
optical system computes the DFT only with low, say
logarithmic, accuracy. We use the fact that the DFT
is a linear operator. We take as input a vector Y 5
~ y0, . . . , yn21!, which we assume contains b-bit numbers. We wish to compute the DFT of this vector Y
with high accuracy, up to b9 5 O~b log n! bits, giving
an output of U 5 ~u0, . . . , un21! @that is, each output
uj is to be approximated by a b9 5 O~b log n!-bit
number#. Note that each output ui is a linear combination of the n inputs, with coefficients that can be
approximated by fixed O~b log n!-bit numbers.
Fix in this case relatively prime numbers, p1, . . . ,
pk, such that each of the pi has #log b9 1 O~log log b9!
bits and )ki51 pi . 2b. We represent each number yi
by a sequence of numbers yi,1, . . . , yi,k, which are the
Chinese-remaindered representation of the yi modulo
of the primes p1, . . . , pk, respectively. We can compute this representation in one step with several
modular arithmetic gates. Then, for each j 5 1, . . . ,
k, we use the optical system to generate an approximate DFT ~up to a logarithmic number of bits! for
each vector ~ y0, j, . . . , yn21, j!, yielding an approximate DFT vector ~a0, j, . . . , an21, j!. This step also
takes unit time. Then we round each approximate
value ai, j to an integer Ii, j, where 0 # Ii, j , pj . This
rounding can also be done in one step by use of modular arithmetic gates. Finally, we apply the
Chinese-remaindering theorem to construct, for each
k
i 5 0, . . . , n 2 1, the b9-bit number ui , 0 # ui , )j51
pj , from the integers Ii,1, . . . , Ii,k, where Ii, j 5 ui mod
pj . This takes work O~b9 log2 b9! for each of the n
output points, which can be done in parallel for each
point.
This O~b9 log2 b9! work for each of the n output
points can be done with the classical circuit model in
O~log2 b9! steps, but it then requires O~b92! VLSI area
per output point. Alternatively, it can be done in
O~b9 log2 b9! steps, with O~b9 log2 b9! VLSI area per
output point. Note that the ~b9 log n!-bit accurate
DFT can be performed in O~log2 b9! time, which is
dominated by the time for the Chinese-remaindered
representation, to obtain ring-R representation.
This provides our output ~u0, . . . , un21!, which is the
DFT of a vector Y with up to b9-bit accuracy.
Thus we have shown that Chinese-remainder encoding of large numbers provides an equivalence between our discrete and analog optical models. In
particular, the available 8-bit accuracy of current optical systems can be leveraged as follows. Chinese
remaindering allows us to obtain up to '28 5 256 bits
of accuracy ~approximately 107.5 levels of accuracy!
within O~log2 28! ' 64 additional steps. In general,
a k-bit accuracy in the optical technology can be leveraged to a 2k-bit accuracy with 'k2 additional
steps. Note that this technique requires all the additions and multiplications to be performed modulo a
fixed prime number. Also note that these prime
numbers are not computed at run time. A set of
prime numbers is built into the architecture for a
desired level of accuracy. Again, this is not a new
idea. The residue number system uses the Chinese7332
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remaindering representation. McAulay18 describes
both the residue number system and the use of Chinese remaindering to extend the dynamic range of
spatial light modulators.
Another important point to note is that the data
that are processed optically need not always be converted back and forth between Chinese-remaindered
and ring-R representations. For many applications
we need to compute additions and multiplications,
which are closed under these modular operations.
In fact, a compiler could optimize code for these machines to cluster operations closed under modular
arithmetic so that the need for conversion between
representations is minimized. This could enable us
to amortize the 'k4 cost of conversion over several
modular operations to give a near-constant-time DFT
primitive of nearly arbitrary precision.
3. Algorithms

We use the following scheme to describe the algorithms. For each problem, we state the problem,
follow it with the DFT– circuit algorithm, and in turn
follow that with the DFT–VLSIO algorithm.
Note that an optical device computes a 2-D DFT
operation. However, in most applications we find
it useful to employ a 1-D DFT. Hence, before we
describe the other algorithms, let us consider the
cost of computing a 1-D DFT using a 2-D DFT primitive.
A. Cost of Computing a One-Dimensional Discrete
Fourier Transform

For DFT the input is a vector x 5 @ x0, x1, . . . , xn21#
and the output is y 5 Ax. A represents an n 3 n
DFT matrix whose ~i, j!th element is vij, where v is a
principal nth root of unity.
The following algorithm, a variant of that of Agarwal and Burrus,42 uses a series of 2-D DFT operations
to realize a 1-D DFT. We assume a commutative
ring R with a principal nth root of unity v such that
xi [ R. Without a loss of generality, let us also
assume that =n is a power of 2. Let us define the
following:
^i, j& 5 i În 1 j,

^i, 2& 5 ~i În, i În 1 1, . . . , 2i În 2 1!,
^2, j& 5 ~ j, j 1 În, . . . , j 1 n 2 În!.

# ~=n!

be the =n 3 =n circulant matrix such that
Let A
# ij~=n! 5 v=n ij.
A
1. Algorithm 1
1. For j 5 0, . . . , =n 2 1 in parallel, DO y^j,2& 5
# ~=n!x^2, j&.
A
2. For j 5 0, . . . , =n 2 1 and v 5 0, . . . , =n 2
1 in parallel, DO z^j,v& 5 y^j,v&v jv.
3. For v 5 0, . . . , =n 2 1 in parallel, DO f^2,v& 5
# ~=n!z^2,v&.
A
The output is f 5 @ f0, f1, . . . , fn21#.

2. Proof of Correctness
În21

f^u,v& 5

(

3. Algorithm

z^j,v&v În ju

by step 3,

~ y^j,v&v jv!v În ju

by step 2,

j50

În21

5

(

1. Compute a 5 DFT2n21~a! and b 5 DFT2n21~b!.
2. c 5 a z b, i.e., the dot product of two vectors.
3. c 5 DFT2n2121~c!. Note that c contains the
coefficients of p~x!q~x!.

j50

În21 În21

5

( (
i50

În21 În21

5

( (
i50

@~x^i, j&v În iv!v jv#v În ju

j50

x^i, j&v În iv1jv1 În ju

j50

În21 În21

5

( (
i50

x^i, j&v^i, j&z^u,v&.

j50

n21
Hence, for all s 5 0, . . . , n 2 1, fs 5 ¥k50
xkvks. h
Let us consider the cost of this algorithm. Recall
that in the DFT–VLSIO an n-point 2-D DFT takes a
time of O~1! and a volume of n3y2. In algorithm 1,
the first and third steps perform =n, =n-point 2-D
DFT computations, hence they take a time of O~1!
and a volume of n5y4. But the second step performs
an n-point 2-D DFT, hence it takes a time of O~1! and
a volume of n3y2. Thus, the total time and volume
used by algorithm 1 are O~1! and O~n3y2!, respectively. From now on we assume that the 1-D DFT is
also available as a primitive operation in the DFT–
VLSIO mode. The time and volume costs of performing an n-point, 1-D DFT are O~1! and n3y2,
respectively. The term DFT refers to the 1-D DFT
throughout the rest of this paper, unless specified
otherwise.
Algorithm 1 also allows us to assume that DFT
gates in the DFT– circuit model perform 1-D DFT’s of
n bits in unit time. The cost of this operation in the
DFT– circuit model is O~1! gates, O~1! depth, and
O~n! size.
Let us present some polynomial algorithms. In
the following DFTn~x! refers to the n-point 1-D DFT
of the vector x 5 @ x0, x1, . . . , xn21#, where the values
xi come from the underlying ring R on which the DFT
is defined. DFTn21~y! refers to the n-point inverse
1-D DFT of the vector y.

B.

Polynomial Multiplication

1. Input
Two ~n 2 1!th-degree polynomials with values of p~ x!
i
n21
j
5 ¥n21
Let a 5 @a0,
i50 ai x and q~x! 5 ¥j50 bj x .
a1, . . . , an21# be the vector of the coefficients of p~x!.
Similarly, b is the vector of the coefficients q~x!.
2. Output
The product of p~x! and q~x!, a ~2n 2 2!th-degree,
i
polynomial with a value of p~x!q~x! 5 ¥2n22
~¥j50
i50
i
aj bi2j!xi 5 ¥2n22
c
x
.
Let
c
be
the
vector
of
the
i50
i
coefficients from p~x!q~x!.

4. Analysis
DFT– circuit Model: The ~2n 2 1!-point DFT’s in
step 1 take ~2n 2 1!-size gates and O~1! time. The
dot product of the two DFT vectors requires unit
time with ~2n 2 1! two-input scalar gates. The dot
product can, therefore, be performed in unit time
with a ~4n 2 2! size. The inverse DFT in step 3 can
also be done in unit time with a size of ~2n 2 1!.
The whole process takes ~8n 2 4! size and O~1! time.
DFT–VLSIO Model: Steps 1 and 3 can be implemented directly in the DFT–VLSIO model with an
optical box, taking a time of O~1! and volume of
O~n3y2!. However, the principal difficulty comes
with the implementation of several integer multiplications in step 2. The DFT– circuit model has
an advantage with respect to this step, as scalar
gates performing multiplication in unit time are
available. To multiply ~2n 2 1! coefficients of log
n bits each, we can use a Wallace-tree-type multiplier realized in VLSI ~Ref. 43, pp. A46 –A49!.
Such a multiplier takes O~log2 n! volume with a
time of O~log log n!. For n such multiplications,
the total volume is O~n log2 n! with a time of O~log
log n!.
However, we can do even better if we reduce the
integer multiplication of two ~log n!-bit numbers to
a polynomial multiplication. A modulo p ring, for
an appropriate prime p, will have this property. A
~log n!-bit integer A 5 alogn21, . . . , a1, a0 can be
logn21
considered as a polynomial ¥i50
ai xi, with x 5 2.
To multiply the two ~log n!-bit integers A and B,
multiply A and B as polynomials. For the polynomial multiplication, take their DFT’s in a volume of
O~log3y2 n! and a time of O~1!. The dot product of
these ~2 log n 2 1!-bit DFT vectors can again be
done recursively as a polynomial multiplication of
two ~log log n!-bit numbers. This recursive procedure for polynomial multiplication takes a time of
O~log* n!, where k 5 log* n if log~k! n 5 1. Here,
log~k! n stands for k repeated applications of the
logarithmic function, as in log log . . . log log n.
The resource requirement of this algorithm is also
O~n3y2! volume. To see this, consider the ith level of
recursion for i 5 1, . . . , log* n. At this point, there
are n log n log log n . . . log log~i! n instances of
~log~i11! n!-bit multiplications. The volume required
for this step, then, is n log n log log n . . . log~i!
n@log~i11! n#3y2. This is O~n3y2!. Most of this analysis is a very simplistic elaboration of the point. A
more exact analysis builds recurrence equations for
T~n! and V~n!, the time and volume, respectively, for
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computing the product of two nth-degree polynomials:
T~n! 5 T@log~2n 2 1!# 1 c,
T~1! 5 1,
V~n! 5 ~2n 2 1!

3y2

for a constant c,
1 ~2n 2 1!V@log~2n 2 1!#,

V~1! 5 1, with no resource reuse,
V~n! 5 max$~2n 2 1!3y2, ~2n 2 1!V@log~2n 2 1!#%,
V~1! 5 1, with resource reuse,
T~n! # c$log* n 1 log*~log* n! 1 log*@log*~log* n!#
1 · · · 1 1%,

at most 2c log* n.

V~n! also has an upper bound of 2~2n 2 1!3y2.
There is a third way to carry out the integer multiplication so as to perform polynomial multiplication
in O~1! time with O~n3y2! volume. However, the
hardware is used more inefficiently in this algorithm,
which might argue for using one of the previous algorithms in practice. As we showed in Subsection
2.D, a DFT gate can perform thresholding in a trivial
way. The first bit of the DFT vector is the sum of all
the input bits. A comparison corresponds to an addition, which can also be performed with one DFT
operation. Reif and Tate23 show that integer multiplication can be done in a constant depth @O~1ye5!, for
any e . 0# with threshold gates of a total size of
O~n212e!. A threshold circuit of size O~n212e! corresponds to a VLSIO circuit of volume O~n313e!.
Hence, for performing integer multiplication of two
n-bit integers in O~1! time, O~n31e! volume is required for some e . 0.
The polynomial multiplication requires ~2n 2 1!log
n-bit integer multiplications. These can be done in a
time of O~1! and a volume of ~2n 2 1!~log n!6. Hence
VLSIO polynomial multiplication is feasible in O~1!
time with O~n3y2! volume. The constants in this algorithm have large magnitudes; hence, in practice
one of the other algorithms with a higher asymptotic
volume requirement is likely to be more efficient.
C.

Barrel Shifting

1. Input
The inputs to this problem are a vector, x 5 @ x0,
x1, . . . , xn21#, and a shift value, 0 # c # n 2 1.
2. Output
The output vector is cyclically shifted by 0 # c # n 2
1: y 5 @ y0, y1, . . . , yn21#, where yi 5 x~i2c!modn.
3. Algorithm
One can reduce a cyclic shift to a right-hand shift by
doubling the vector size, as described by Vuillemin.44
Let vector X be the concatenation of x to itself: xx.
A right-hand shift by c on X is equivalent to multiplication of the polynomial corresponding to X by the
polynomial xc. We have already developed a
polynomial-multiplication algorithm.
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4. Analysis
DFT– circuit Model: The multiplication of two 2ndegree polynomials can be done in a time of O~1! and
with O~n! size. The duplication of x and selection of
the left-hand half of the output also take a time of
O~1! and a size of O~n!, for a total cost of O~1! time
and O~n! size.
DFT–VLSIO Model: Once again, the barrel-shift
cost is the cost of input duplication, output selection,
and polynomial multiplication. The input duplication and output selection take unit time and O~n!
volume, even in VLSI technology. Hence the
polynomial-multiplication costs dominate. This
leads to a total cost of either a volume of O~n3y2! and
a time of O~log* n! or a volume of O~n3y2! with a time
of O~1!, depending on the integer-multiplication
method employed.
D.

Prefix Sum

1. Input
The input consists of n 1 1 elements x0, x1, . . . , xn.
2. Output
The output is all the prefix sums:
i # n.

i
xj , for all 0 #
¥j50

3. Algorithm
The prefix sum can be reduced to a polynomial multiplication. In particular, consider the multiplican
tion of two polynomials: ¥ni50 xi yi and ¥j50
y j. The
i
multiplication of these two polynomials is ¥2n
i50 ~¥j50
i
xj !x . Thus the ith coefficient of this product is the
ith prefix sum for 0 # i # n.
4. Analysis
DFT– circuit Model: The resource requirements correspond to those of polynomial multiplication.
Hence this computation takes O~n! size with O~1!
time.
DFT–VLSIO Model: Once again, this takes either
a volume of O~n3y2! with a time of O~log* n! or O~n3y2!
volume with O~1! time.
E.

Polynomial Division

1. Input
The inputs to this problem are two n- and m-degree
i
polynomials p~x! 5 ¥ni50 ai xi and q~x! 5 ¥m
i50 bi x ,
respectively.
2. Output
The output is two polynomials d~x! and r~x!, such
that p~x! 5 d~ x!q~x! 1 r~x!, where degree@r~x!# ,
degree@q~x!#.
3. Algorithm
The polynomial division can be done with an n2 size
in a time of O~1!. In this case, the series 1y~1 2 g! 5
¥i50 gi is used in the following way:

1. Compute the degree-m polynomial q9~x! 5 1 2
q~ x!. This process requires negating the coefficients
b1, . . . , bm and computing 1 2 b0. Recall that the
first coefficient of a DFT is the sum of all the inputs.
Hence ~m 1 1! DFT operations of constant degree
lead to the polynomial q9~x!.
2. Get the reciprocal of q~x! of degree n 2 m ~0 if
m $ n! by use of the expression 1y@q~x!# 5 1y@1 2
i
q9~x!# 5 ¥n2m
To find the reciprocal of q~x!
i50 @q9~x!# .
to within the desired accuracy, we need to compute
@q9~x!#i for 1 # i # ~n 2 m!. For computing @q9~ x!#i,
let q* 5 @1 2 b0, 2b1, . . . , 2bm#. First, get
DFTm11~q*! 5 @c09, c19, . . . , cm9#. In the Fourier domain, every component of DFT~q*! is raised to i to
derive the DFT of @q9~x!#i, i.e., DFT$@q9~x!#i% 5 @c09i,
c19i, . . . , cm9i#. These powers of the coefficients can
be read from a lookup table. An inverse DFT then
gives @q9~x!#i. The ~n 2 m! inverse DFT’s and polynomial additions lead to the value of 1yq~x! within
degree ~n 2 m!. Note that, since we need to compute
1yq~x! as a degree-~n 2 m! polynomial, these DFT’s
and inverse DFT’s are ~n 2 m!-point transforms.
3. Multiply 1yq~x!, derived above, and p~x! to derive the output d~x!, a degree-~n 2 m! polynomial.
4. Multiply d~x! and q~x! to get a degree-n polynomial p9~x!. Subtract p9~x! from p~x! to get r~x!.
Reif and Tate23 give a general result in their corollary 3.3 that any function f ~x! with a convergent Tayi
lor series expansion of the form f ~x! 5 ¥`
i50 ci ~x 2 x0!
over an interval ux 2 x0u # e, for 0 , e , 1,
with rational
O~1!
coefficients of magnitude of at most 2n can be computed with threshold circuits of size nO~1! in constant
depth. The polynomial quotient and remainder problems fit this profile according to the discussion above,
hence they can be computed with threshold circuits of
size nO~1! in constant depth. This corresponds to a
DFT–circuit size of nO~1! and time of O~1!, just what we
derived. For the DFT–VLSIO, this translates into a
volume of n~3y2!O~1! and a time of O~1!.
4. Analysis
DFT–circuit Model: The first step requires m 1 1
subtraction gates and unit time. The most complicated part is getting the reciprocal 1yq~x!. The DFT
of q9~x! takes a size of m 1 1 and a time of O~1!.
Lookup is a unit-time operation. The size requirements for inverse DFT’s are ~n 2 m!max@~m 1 1!, ~n 2
m!# with a time O~1!. Addition of @q9~x!#i requires a
size of ~n 2 m!max@~m 1 1!, ~n 2 m!# and time of O~1!.
The third step is a plain polynomial multiplication
with a size of O~n! and time of O~1!. Step 4 is also a
polynomial multiplication of degree-m and degree-~n 2
m! polynomials; hence it takes a size of O~n! with O~1!
time. The subtraction also has the same resource
bounds. Hence the total resource requirements are a
size of O~~n 1 m!2! and a time of O~1!.
F. Toeplitz-Matrix Multiplication, Inverse and Polynomial
Greatest Common Divisor and Interpolation

An n 3 n matrix M is a Toeplitz matrix if all the
entries on the same diagonal are identical, i.e., M@i, j#

5 M@i 2 k, j 2 k# for all 0 # i, j # n 2 1, and @k such
that 0 # i 2 k, j 2 k # n 2 1. Note that an upperor lower-triangular Toeplitz matrix can be multiplied
by a vector by use of a single convolution, which
reduces it to the polynomial multiplication. For a
lower- ~upper-! triangular Toeplitz matrix, a convolution of the input vector with the bottom-most ~topmost! row gives the result.
Let the bottom-most row of an n 3 n lowertriangular Toeplitz matrix M be M@n 2 1, i# 5 di , for
0 # i # n 2 1. Let the input vector x 5 @ x0, x1, . . . ,
xn21#. The vector y 5 Mx can be derived by computation of the polynomial y~z! 5 ¥2n21
yi zi 5 ~¥n21
i50
i50
i
n21
i
dn2i21z !~¥i50 xi z !. The first n coefficients of the
polynomial y~ z! give the output vector y 5 @ y0,
y1, . . . , yn21#. This leads to a DFT– circuit cost of
O~n! size in constant time and a DFT–VLSIO cost of
O~n3y2! volume with O~1! time.
Now consider the multiplication of two n 3 n lowertriangular Toeplitz matrices M and N. In this case,
multiply the two polynomials ¥n21
i50 M@n 2 1, n 2 i 2
i
1# xi and ¥n21
The coefficients of xi for 0 #
i50 N@0, i#x .
i # n 2 1 provide the P@0, i# for P 5 MN. Since P is
also a lower-triangular Toeplitz, the zeroth column
provides the whole matrix. The multiplication of
two upper-triangular Toeplitz matrices is identical.
To multiply an n 3 n lower-triangular Toeplitz matrix M by an n 3 n upper-triangular Toeplitz matrix,
we need to perform n such polynomial multiplications. This can be seen as n instances of matrix–
vector multiplication, where M is multiplied by each
column of N by one polynomial multiplication of degree n. The DFT– circuit cost of this operation is
O~n2! size with constant time. The DFT–VLSIO
model takes O~n5y2! volume with O~1! time.
The Toeplitz-matrix multiplication can be reduced
to four triangular Toeplitz-matrix multiplications.
Two of these multiplications involve one degree-n
polynomial multiplication each, whereas the other
two require n, degree-n polynomial multiplications.
This gives a DFT– circuit ~size, time! cost of @O~n2!,
O~1!# for Toeplitz-matrix multiplication. It takes a
volume of O~n5y2! and a time of O~1! in the DFT–
VLSIO model.
The inverse of an n 3 n triangular Toeplitz matrix
is reducible to a degree-n polynomial division.
Hence it can be done in the DFT– circuit with a size of
n2 and O~1! time. The general Toeplitz inverse has
the same complexity as GCD and polynomial interpolation. All these problems require log n stages of
Toeplitz steps, as shown by Pan and Reif.24 Hence
they all take a time O~log n! with a size O~n2! for the
DFT– circuit. In the DFT–VLSIO, O~n5y2! volume
and O~log n! time are needed.
G.

Matrix Multiplication

1. Input
The input for matrix multiplication is two n 3 n
matrices, A and B.
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2. Output
The output for matrix multiplication is an n 3 n
n21
matrix C, such that ci, j 5 ¥k50
ai,kbk, j.
3. Algorithm
There are n2, n-point inner products to be performed.
For each inner product, we first perform the componentwise product and then compute the DFT of this
product. Each inner product is the first component
of the DFT, which is the sum of the products. This
involves n3 integer multiplications and n2, n-point
DFT operations.
4. Analysis
DFT– circuit Model: The n3 integer multiplications
take a size of n3 and a time of O~1!. The following n2,
n-point DFT’s will also take a size of n3 and a time of
O~1! for a total cost of an n3 size and O~1! time.
DFT–VLSIO Model: The integer multiplications
require O~n2 log3 n! volume and O~1! time, assuming
that the integer’s sizes are O~log n! bits. The DFT
cost is O~1! time with an n7y2 volume. Hence the
complete computation takes O~1! time with O~n7y2!
volume.
H.

multiplication cost dominates. There are log n iterations of the equation taking an n3 size and O~log n!
time.
DFT–VLSIO Model: Once again the cost of matrix multiplication dominates, except for two differences. In this model we do not have division and
multiplication gates. The division in the construction of A0921 can be performed in O~1! time with a
threshold size of ~1ye!n11e in a time of 1ye3 @or a
volume of O~n3! in a time of O~1!#, as is shown in Reif
and Tate.23 Hence the initial approximation can be
done in a volume O~n5! and a time O~1!.
The cost of each iteration consists of one multiplication by 2, two matrix multiplications, and a matrix
subtraction. The multiplication by 2 is just a lefthand shift in VLSI. The matrix multiplication cost
is O~1! time with an n7y2 volume. Hence the total
cost is O~log n! time and O~n5! volume.
I.

Transitive Closure

Given an input of an n 3 n matrix A, its transitiveclosure computation can be reduced to a matrix multiplication. Hence it takes a time O~log n! with an n3
size in the DFT– circuit model. The DFT–VLSIO
cost is O~log n! time with an n5 volume.

Matrix Inversion
4. Sorting

1. Input
The input for matrix inversion is a nonsingular n 3 n
matrix A.
2. Output
The output for this operation is the inverse matrix
A21 of A, such that AA21 5 I.
3. Algorithm
The algorithm is based on Newton’s iteration
method, which is described in Pan and Reif.25 Let
Ai 921 denote the ith-iteration approximation to A21.
The next approximation to A21, Ai11921, is computed
with the following equation: Ai11921 5 2 Ai 921 2
Ai 921AAi 921.
The residual-error matrix
Ri 5 I 2 AAi 921 converges
2i
very rapidly, Ri 5 R0 . The choice of the initial
approximation A0921 has a strong bearing on the convergence of the algorithm. Pan and Reif25 discuss
several methods of choosing A0921. In particular,
the choice of A0921 5 ~1ym! AT, where m is the trace
~sum of its diagonal entries! of ATA, leads to good
results. In fact, A21 can be computed to within n
bits of accuracy within log n iterations of the equation
above.
4. Analysis
DFT– circuit Model: The computation of A0921 requires one matrix multiplication to compute ATA, followed by the addition of n numbers and the division
of AT. The cost of matrix multiplication, which
takes n3 size and a time of O~1!, dominates.
Each iteration of the equation involves a scalar
multiplication of a size of n2 in a time of O~1! and two
matrix multiplications. Once again, the matrix7336
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In this section, we describe sorting algorithms in the
DFT– circuit and DFT–VLSIO models. We show
that the sorting can be performed in a size of n2 in a
time of O~1! deterministically. A randomized algorithm sorts with a size of O~n3y2! in a time of O~1! or
in a time of O~log log n! with a size of O~n3y2ylog n!.
A.

Input for Sorting Algorithms

The input is a sequence S of n values a1, a2, . . . , an,
where each value is log n bits long. The output is a
sequence of the same values in a nondescending order.
DFT– circuit Model: The algorithm is a variation
of Flashsort, as reported in Reif and Valiant.45 Let
us first show that a sequence of n numbers can be
rank sorted in a time of O~1! with an n2 size. The
gate pi, j compares ai and aj and has an output of 1 if
ai . aj . The output is 0 otherwise. The rank of ai
is the sum of the output values of the gates pi,1,
pi,2, . . . , pi,n. The zeroth component of the DFT of
these n values yields this sum. Let us present the
Flashsort-based sorting algorithm.
1. Take a random sample of ne elements of S to
form a sample set S9 of size ne, for 0 , e , 1y2.
2. Rank sort S9 in a time of O~1! with an n size.
3. Form a set S0 by choosing every ~log n!th element from S9. A result reported in Reif and Valiant45 shows that S0 splits S into the subsets of the
expected size of n12ec log n and with a high probability, 1 2 1y~logc n!, of a size of at most ~1 1 m!n12ec
log n, where m is of the order of dy~log n! where c, d 5
2.
4. Separate S into the sets S0, S1, . . . , St on the
basis of S0, where t is in the range from ney@~1 1 m!c

log n# 1 1 to ney~c log n! 1 1. This split can be done
with rank ordering by use of c@ney~log n!#-sized circuit
for each element in S in a time of O~1! for a total size
of c@n11ey~log n!#.
5. Use the algorithm recursively for each Si in
parallel until the subproblems are reduced to a size of
ne each. Then the n12e instances of ne subproblems
can be rank sorted with an n11e size in a time of O~1!.
In this case, the whole algorithm takes the expected
time of O~~1 2 e!ye! with O~n11e! size. This is a time
of O~1! with O~n3y2! size for the maximum value of e.
Or the recursion can terminate when the subproblems have a size of O~1! ~Ref. 46!. Then the total
time is O~log log n! with a size of O~n11eylog n!@O~n3y
2ylog n! for the maximum value of e#.
The straight rank ordering gives an O~1!-time algorithm with an n2 size.
DFT–VLSIO Model: The rank-sorting algorithm
can be implemented in the DFT–VLSIO in a volume
of n5y2 in a time of O~1!. The n2 comparisons of ~log
n!-bit values correspond to n2, ~log n!-point DFT’s
that can be done in an n2~log n!3y2 volume in unit
time. The Boolean values can be generated by VLSI
circuits on the basis of the sign of the outcome. The
summation of n Boolean values for the rank of each
output takes one n-point DFT, hence all the n DFT’s
take a volume of n5y2 with a time of O~1!.
The Flashsort algorithm can also be mapped into the
DFT–VLSIO model. Step 2 takes a time of O~1! and
a volume of n5y4 for rank-sorting =n elements. In
step 4, each element can be placed into the proper set
by rank-sorting it with the c=nylog n splitters. This
takes a time of O~1! and a volume of O~n5y4y~log n!5y2!
for each input value, hence a time of O~1! and a volume
of O~n9y4y~log n!5y2! in all. The rank sorting of =n,
=n-sized subproblems in step 5 can be done in a time
of O~1! and a volume of n7y4. Hence the total resource
use for this option is a time of O~1! and a volume of
O~n9y4y~log n!5y2!. The second option takes the same
volume but more time ~O~log log n!!, hence it is inferior
to the first approach.
B.

Element Distinctness

The input to this problem is a set of n, log n-bit
values. The problem is to determine if all the n
words are distinct.
DFT– circuit Model: Sort the n elements of the
set. Then compare each element in the sorted list
with its left- and right-hand neighbors. The complexity is dominated by the sorting algorithm.
Hence this is an O~1!-time algorithm with a size of
O~n3y2!. All the other bounds from sorting also hold.
DFT–VLSIO Model: Once again, the sorting part
has the complexity that was derived in the previous
subsection. This is followed by 3n comparisons.
Each comparison can be done in a time of O~1! and
O~log3y2 n! volume. Hence the sorting complexity of
O~1! time and O~n9y4y~log n!5y2! volume still dominates the problem complexity.

5. String Matching
A.

One-Dimensional String Matching

Given a binary string of A 5 a0, a1, a2, . . . , an and a
binary pattern of B 5 b0, b1, b2, . . . , bm with m # n,
find all the occurrences of B in A.
1. Algorithm
We reduce the problem of string matching to that of
polynomial multiplication. The reduction of string
matching to integer multiplication was known to Kosaraju47 and is due to M. Fischer. We extend it to
the reduction to a polynomial multiplication as follows.
Consider two polynomials derived from the
m
strings A and B: A~ x! 5 ¥ni50 ai xi and B~ x! 5 ¥j50
j
m
j
bm2j x 5 ¥j50 bj 9x . The product of two polynomii
als C~ x! 5 A~ x! B~ x! can be written as ¥m1n
i50 ci x ,
n
where ci 5 ¥j50 aj b9i2j. Note that a coefficient ci , for
m # i # n, equals the number of places where b0
b1 . . . bm 1-matches the substring ai2m ai2m11 . . . ai ,
i.e., the number of places where both strings have a 1.
Repeat the same process for the complementary
# ~x! 5
strings of A and B by building the polynomials A
n
i
j
m
j
m
#
#
#
¥i50 a# i x and B~x! 5 ¥j50 bm2j x 5 ¥j50 bj 9x . Once
# ~x! 5 A
# ~x!B
# ~x! 5 ¥m1n
again compute the product C
i50
i
n
c# i x , such that c# i 5 ¥j50 a# j b# i2j
9 . The sum of ci and c# i
is m 1 1 if b0 b1 . . . bm matches the substring ai2m
ai2m11 . . . ai . This procedure requires two polynomial multiplications and O~n! scalar operations.
2. Analysis
DFT– circuit Model: The two polynomial multiplications of degree n take a time of O~1! with O~n! size.
O~n! scalar operations can also be done in an O~1!
time with O~n! size.
DFT–VLSIO Model: The same reduction gives
O~1! time and O~n3y2! volume VLSIO circuit. The
complements can be derived in unit time and O~n!
volume by simple VLSI inverters. The sum of ci and
c# i for all m # i # n can be accomplished in O~n log3y2
m! volume and unit time.
B.

Two-Dimensional String Matching

This idea can be extended to 2-D string matching as
well. Here the input is A 5 ~ai, ju0#i, j#n! and B 5
~bi, ju0#i, j#m!. We wish to find a match of B in A, that
is, if ?i, j, @k, l [ ~0, . . . , m!ai1k, j1l 5 bk,l.
1. Algorithm
The solution uses the 2-D DFT in a way that is similar to 1-D string matching. The 2-D stringmatching problem can be reduced to a multiplication
of two polynomials in two variables. Let us form
n
ai, j xiy j and B~x, y! 5
polynomials A~x, y! 5 ¥ni50 ¥j50
m
m
k l
¥k50 ¥l50 bm2k,m2lx y . Let the product of A~x, y!
mn
i j
and B~x, y! be given by ¥mn
i50 ¥j50 ci, j x y , where ci, j 5
n
n
¥k50 ¥l50 ai, jbm2i1k,m2j1l. Similarly let ~¥i,n j50 ~1 2
m
mn
ai, j!xiy j!@¥k,l50
~1 2 bm2k,m2l!xkyl#~¥i9,
# i9,j9xi9y j9!.
j950 c
Then there is a match at i9, j9 if ci9, j9 1 c# i9, j9 5 ~m 1 1!2.
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Table 2. Comparison of the DFT-VLSIO Algorithms with the VLSIO Lower Bounds

Algorithm
1-D DFT
Poly multiplication
Barrel shift
Prefix sum
Toeplitz matrix
Inverse and poly GCD and
interpolation
Matrix multiplication
Matrix-inversion transitive
closure
Sorting
Or
Element distinctness
1-D string matching
2-D string matching

E

VT3y2

V~n3y2!
V~n3y2!
V~n3y2!
V~n3y2!
V~n3y2!
V~n3y2!

O~n3y2!
O~n3y2!
O~n3y2!
O~n3y2!
O~n5y2 log n!
O~n5y2 log n!

O~n3y2!
O~n3y2!
O~n3y2!
O~n3y2!
O~n5y2 log3y2 n!
O~n5y2 log3y2 n!

V~n3!
V~n3!

O~n7y2!
O~n5!

O~n7y2!
O~n5 log3y2 n!

V~n3y2!

O~n5y2!
Randomized
O~n9y4y~log n!5y2!
Same as sorting
O~n3y2!
O~n3y2!

O~n5y2!
Randomized
O~n9y4y~log n!5y2!
Same as sorting
O~n3y2!
O~n3y2!

V~n3y2!
Same as sorting
V~n3y2!
V~n3y2!

2. Analysis
DFT– circuit: This requires two n2-point 2-D DFT
operations. The resource requirements are O~1!
time with a linear size of O~n!.
DFT–VLSIO Model: Once again, O~1!-time and
O~n3y2!-volume VLSIO circuit suffices for 2-D string
matching.
6. Comparison with VLSIO Lower Bounds

As we stated in Section 1, we do not have lower
bounds for the DFT– circuit model to compare the
optimality of our algorithms. However, Barakat
and Reif21 showed a lower bound of V~I3y2! on VT3y2
of a VLSIO computation, where V is the volume and
T is the time of the computation. This lower bound
applies to the DFT–VLSIO model as well. In Ref.
22, we derive a lower bound of V~I3y2! for the uniswitch energy of a VLSIO computation. All these algorithms can be realized as uniswitch computations.
Then the uniswitch energy is equivalent to the volume. Hence the other useful lower bound on these
problems in the DFT–VLSIO is V 5 V~I3y2!. For
most of the problems presented in Sections 3–5, the
information complexity I is V~n!. Table 2 compares
our algorithms with respect to these lower bounds.
All the algorithms except those for matrix multiplication, inversion, and transitive closure are within
a polylog factor of the lower bounds. The deterministic sorting algorithm is also off by a factor of n.
Since the algorithms for the DFT– circuit and DFT–
VLSIO models are identical, in the absence of lower
bounds for the DFT– circuit model we surmise that
the same type of optimality is achieved in the DFT–
circuit model, as well.
7. Generalization of the Discrete Fourier Transform
Model

Our assumption that an optical box can compute only
a 2-D DFT in unit time is appropriate for many thin
~linear! optical filters. But this assumption may be
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too restrictive to model thick optical components
~such as volume holograms!. In this case, we generalize our models so that an optical box or gate can
compute a matrix multiplication of displacement
rank d in unit time using an n-sized circuit ~or n
processors!. The resulting model is called the DFTd
model here.
A matrix A has a displacement rank d if A 5 ¥di51
Ui Li, where Ui ~Li ! is the upper- ~lower-! triangular
Toeplitz matrix ~as defined in Subsection 3.F!. The
notion of displacement rank was first introduced in
Ref. 48 and is restated in Ref. 49. Note that, if A has
a displacement rank d, then it can be multiplied in 2d
triangular Toeplitz matrix multiplications and thus
2d convolutions. Thus the DFTd model can be simulated by the DFT1 model to within a factor of 2d
slowdown.
Recently, Karasik and Sharir30 considered a more
general model of optical computing to solve various
computational geometry problems in constant time.
They expand our optical-computing model by incorporating several constant-time primitive operations:
pointwise addition, subtraction, and multiplication,
complement, thresholding, 1-D and 2-D Fourier
transforms, conformal change of coordinates, Radon
transform, convolution, differentiation, and full
thresholding. Note that we have assumed the availability of only one constant-time optical primitive operation, the 2-D Fourier transform. In this model,
Karasik and Sharir give constant-time algorithms for
computing unions, intersections, and Minkowski
sums of plane figures. They also construct the convex hull of a planar set of points in constant time.
Another variant of the modeling of capabilities of
optical technology emphasizes optical communication.
Anderson and Miller50 employed dynamically configurable optical routing switches to consider pointerbased efficient algorithms in a model called the
optical communication parallel computer. MacKenzie and Ramachandran31 explore the relation be-

tween the optical communication parallel computer
model and the exclusive read concurrent write
~ERCW!–PRAM model.
8. Conclusions

VLSI is, perhaps, the most commonly used technology for building parallel processors. However, we do
not write our algorithms at that level of abstraction.
The PRAM has proved to be a nice abstraction of
parallel architectures from an algorithm designer’s
perspective. However, the primitive operations supported by a PRAM are not necessarily the strong
points of an optical computer. This paper attempts
to identify those natural strengths of opticalcomputing technology that support a framework for
parallel-algorithm development.
As a first step in this direction, we have identified
the capacity of current optical-computing technology
to perform a DFT in unit time as the transform most
easily exploited in algorithm design. Hence we propose a model of parallel computing that incorporates
the DFT as a primitive operation. We have strived
to develop a “bag of tricks” for an algorithm designer
working with an optical-computing architecture that
supports DFT operation. In particular, we used two
algorithms very frequently. We provide an efficient
algorithm for computing the 1-D DFT from the physically available 2-D DFT. We also provide an efficient solution to the parallel-prefix computation.
Using these two techniques, we have provided
constant-time or near-constant-time algorithms for
many problems, including matrix computations, sorting, and string matching. The string-matching algorithm is particularly new. We also showed that
most of these algorithms are optimal to within a polylog factor with respect to VLSIO lower bounds.
We believe that the development of such algorithmdesign paradigms is crucial for bridging the gap between the optical-computing-architecture and
algorithm-designer communities. An increased synergy between the two communities can lead to the
identification of the best optical-computingarchitecture primitives that are likely to be exploited
by the algorithm designers.
There are many more applications that can benefit
from optical computing, hence algorithms for many
other applications need to be developed for this
model. Similarly, some nontrivial lower bounds for
this model would be desirable.
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